User manual

Starter Set leafcutter small and big

instructions
The starter sets for leafcutter ants small and big were developed for young colonies of leafcutter
ants. These come from Central and South America and live almost exclusively in tropical habitats. The
small set is sufficient for at least the first year and the large set for about the first 2-3 years. After that,
the modular sets can be expanded with additional tubes and formicariums so that nothing has to be
replaced.

Step 1
Find a suitable location
In order not to expose the ants to unnecessary vibrations and temperature changes, a suitable and
stable location should be selected.
Caution:
- do not place near windows (no direct sunlight due to possible overheating)
- do not place near radiators
- do not place on vibrating surfaces
- do not place near music systems
- do not place near loud machines
- do not place above electrical devices
- do not place in a room with strong smells (e.g. kitchen)
- do not place in a smoking room
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Step 2
Check
Check the entire content of the set, to ensure that everything is complete.
Contents leafcutter set small:
3x ANTCUBE arena 20x20x20 cm
3x Ant arena frame 20x20 cm
3x Ant arena cover 20x20 cm + fixing points
1x Acrylic glass XT tube - 32/28 mm - 1 m (halved)
1x Substrate - rainforest - 1 kg
1x Formicarium granulate 200 ml - beige
4x Formicarium plugs for 50 mm bore
2x Formicarium plugs for 27 mm bore
2x Grid insert - 50 mm - stainless steel
4x Formicarium pipe connector 3/4 "to 32 mm - straight - gray
4x Formicarium nut 3/4 inch - gray
1x Drinking clear 20 ml - sponge
1x Mini thermo-hygrometer analogue - display - standing
1x Tweezers spring steel - wide - soft
1x Formicarium tweezers - plastic
1x Hand magnifier - 2x - 30 mm
1x Ant breakout protection oil 10 ml
1x Foam wiper 150x18x2.5 mm
1x Spray bottle sprayer 0.5 liter - brass nozzle
1x Rose petals 100 g - dried
3x Photo back wall - rainforest - 20x20 cm
Content leafcutter set large:
1x ANTCUBE arena 30x30x60 cm high
2x ANTCUBE arena 30x30x30 cm
3x Ant arena frame 30x30 cm
3x Ant arena cover 30x30 cm + fixing points
1x Acrylic glass XT tube - 60/56 mm - 1 m (halved)
1x Substrate - rainforest - 1 kg
1x Formicarium granules 200 ml - beige
7x Formicarium plugs for 50 mm drilling
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4x Grid insert - 50 mm - Stainless steel
4x Formicarium - screw socket for 50mm - bore
4x Sealing ring for 50 mm bore - black
1x Trough clear 20 ml - sponge
1x Mini thermo-hygrometer analog - display - hanging
1x Tweezers spring steel - wide - soft
1x Formicarium tweezers - plastic
1x Hand magnifier - 2x - 30 mm
1x Ant breakout protection oil 10 ml
1x Foam wiper 150x18x2.5 mm
1x Spray bottle sprayer 0.5 liter - brass nozzle
1x Rose petals 100 g - dried
2x Photo back wall - rainforest - 30x30 cm
1x Photo back wall - rainforest - 60x30 cm - high

Step 3
assembly
- First we can connect the 3 basins with the pipes. To do this, the pipe connectors are inserted into the side
openings and screwed with the nuts from the inside. The other openings on the 2 outer basins can be closed with
the two 27 or 50 mm plugs. With the large starter set, make sure that the sealing rings are placed on the first
stage of the connector beforehand. It is best not to slide it completely onto the first step so that the sealing ring
does not slip on the next step and block when the pipes are being placed.
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- After that we can fill in the rainforest soil. We only fill the fungus chamber because substrate in the other two
chambers makes cleaning difficult. You can do this at will. The peat fibers contained in the soil provide good hold
for the fungus and store moisture, which is very important. Then we place a bit of granules in the basin. This helps
the ants to transport moisture from the drinking trough to the fungus and if there is too much moisture, from the
fungus to the waste chamber. In this way the animals can regulate the necessary humidity themselves.

-You can best place the drinker near the nest, next to the fungus or in the feed chamber.
The thermo / hygrometer also comes close to the fungus to measure the temperature and humidity. In the small
set it is simply placed next to it. Glue it to the underside of the breakout protection frame in the large set. To do

this, the protective film from the adhesive surface must be removed.

IMPORTANT: The thermo-hygrometer must be attached to the inner edge of the frame and not
to the outer edge of the frame, otherwise the frame will not fit on the arena. There is only one
attempt to attach it, as the adhesive holds very well and it is difficult to remove afterwards.
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Next, the frame is coated with the breakout protection oil. To do this, simply cut off the tip of the bottle, put a little
oil on the sponge, a household cloth or your finger and coat the underside of the frame with a thin layer of oil up to
the corners.

Then we can put the frame on top of the basin. Please check again whether the frame seals really tight. The cover
can then be placed on the frame and the openings closed with plugs or grid inserts.
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The plugs are placed in the cover of the fungus chamber in order to keep the necessary moisture and the grid
inserts in the cover of the two outer basins to achieve good air circulation. The fungus chamber should always be
placed between the food and waste chamber. The fungus should also never stand in water and condensation from
the lid should not drip too much directly onto the mushroom. This would be a sign of excessive humidity.

Food chamber | Fungus chamber | Waste chamber

Finally, you can place the photo back walls on the outer backside of the basins.
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Now all that's missing is the leaf cutter colony.

First we spray the bottom of the basin a little. The fungus should be placed in the middle of the basin.

It is also important that you have a small plastic container that you can put over the fungus. This makes it easier
for the ants to have the necessary microclimate to keep the still very small fungus. It should be covered until it fills
at least 3/4 of the arena. You should cut the plastic container slightly on one side so that it is easier for the ants to
carry leaves to the fungus.
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Now that the ants have moved in, the only thing missing is the food.
Please note the following when it comes to food: You can take blackberries, raspberries or various other rose
plants. You can find a detailed overview on our website. In this case I have now taken blackberry leaves.
To keep the leaves fresh, you can simply place the branches in a small vase or glass with water. With large
colonies this is no longer necessary as the animals consume their food in a short time anyway.
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Explanation of individual components:
▪ The arena serves as a run-out area. The animals can transport their waste and their feed there
and bring water from the arena to the nest.
▪ The frame is placed on the arena as an breakout protection.
▪ The cover is an additional breakout protection. The holes can be closed with plugs or mesh inserts
for ventilation.
▪ The soil serves to create a natural ground for the animals in the arena.
▪ The thermo-hygrometer is used to monitor the temperature and humidity in the arena.
▪ The breakout protection oil also serves as protection on the frame.
The animals cannot adhere to the oil film and cannot run over the protection.
▪ The plastic tweezers, transparent, are used to grip solid objects and the spring steel tweeters wide - soft are used to grip ants, but not injure them.

▪ With the handheld magnifier - 2x - 30mm , small objects can be easily observed.
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On our website there is a helpful video especially for the starter set leafcutter:
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